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Published by Melbourne Diocesan Historical Commission.
Daniel Mannix: His Legacy is about a controversial Irish-born twentieth-century Catholic archbishop of Melbourne. Twelve writers offer fresh views of Mannix’s religious and political activities and of his influence in both Australia and Ireland.

- Patrick Morgan and Brian Costar offer contrasting summaries of Mannix’s fifty years in Melbourne.
- Michael McKernan and Val Noone re-visit his opposition to conscription for World War I.
- Brenda Niall discusses why Mannix lived in the large but austere home of Raheen at Kew.
- Elizabeth Malcolm explains how cartoonists made incisive comments about the puzzles of Mannix’s personality.
- An intriguing 1930s conflict between Mannix and his Anglican counterpart is documented for the first time by David Schütz.
- A detailed piece by Dermot Keogh of the Royal Irish Academy draws on re-found Mannix papers to re-asses Mannix’s impact on Ireland’s history.
- Patrick Mannix discusses the alliance between Mannix and the Irish republican politician Eamon de Valera.
- Gabrielle McMullen explores how Mannix supported Newman College at the University of Melbourne but did not promote a Catholic university.
- Archbishop Denis Hart writes the Foreword and the book concludes with a summary by historian Edmund Campion.

Val Noone is a fellow of the School of Historical and Philosophical Studies at the University of Melbourne. His most recent book is Hidden Ireland in Victoria.

Rachel Naughton is the archivist of the Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne and executive secretary of the Melbourne Diocesan Historical Commission.


D A N I E L M A N N I X : H I S L E G E N C Y

The papers of the Conference held at the State Library of Victoria in 2013 are now available.

188 pages. $20 inclusive of GST.
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